Pole Yard Supervisor – Maple Ridge


The Pole Yard Supervisor is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the Kanaka Creek pole production yard at Maple Ridge, BC ensuring the facility meets Stella-Jones production goals and quality assurance in a safe and efficient manner.

Supervises Pole Yard Operations
- Leads a team of 10 or more employees providing scheduling direction and supervision
- Manages all independent contractors on site and supervises capital projects
- Manages wood flow from incoming raw materials to outbound finished poles

Human Resources
- Hires yard employees, manages all labour and safety issues
- Ensures compliance with Stella-Jones safety program and oversees the development of ‘Safe Work Procedures’ and ‘Work Instructions’

Candidate Qualifications
- Candidates will have an excellent record of supervision in wood treating facilities; sawmill log yards; dryland sort operations or similar log handling operations
- The following experience / competences will be assets: chainsaw operation; mechanical aptitude; mobile equipment operation; understanding of CSA/ANSI pole specifications; log scaling license

The remuneration / benefit package reflects the importance of the Pole Yard Supervisor position.

Note: A detailed Job Description is available upon request.

Interested persons should forward resumes or for further information, please contact:

Ron Hogg
Forest People International Search Ltd.
2703 – 2225 Holdom Avenue
Burnaby, BC V5B 0A1
Telephone: (604) 669-5635
E-mail: people@forestpeople.com
Website: www.forestpeople.com